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Types of Arguments

Definition    ...............x........is/is not necessarily ............. because 1,2,3.

     .........x.......... has these features: 1,2,3.

Causal    ........x...........did/did not necessarily cause.....y....... because 1,2,3.

1.  One cause, multiple effects

2.  Multiple causes, one effect

3.  Cause A/Cause B/Cause C –> Effect

Evaluation .....x....... is good/bad/better/best/indifferent if measured by certain criteria.

Rebuttal   .....x.....may have merit, but.......y...... because 1,2,3.

Examine facts on which the claim is based

1.  Accurate and current?  Why important?

2.  Is there another body of facts that you can present as counter

evidence?

3.  If statistics are used, can they be interpreted differently?

4.  How reliable are the sources quoted?

5.  Are sources treated fairly, or are quotations taken out of context?

Proposal   ...x...........should/should not do ......y......because 1,2,3.

Position   I believe ......x........ about ....y........ for these reasons: 1,2,3.

Adapted from A Little Argument (Second Edition) by Lester Faigley and Jack Selzer.  Pearson,
2013.



Using Sources 
Direct Quotation, Paraphrase, Summary 

 
There are three ways of incorporating another writer’s work into your own writing: direct 
quotation, paraphrase, and summary.  To use sources most effectively, understand the purpose, 
their techniques, and the distinctions between the three ways. 

 
Direct Quotation 
How to directly quote: 

 Copy the material precisely, using the author’s exact wording, spelling, and punctuation. 
 Use quotation marks around the quote.  If you add words for clarity, use brackets 

around your additions. 
 Give credit to the source. Provide a lead‐in and an end‐sentence citation. 

 
For example:   
Original sentence from source essay:  My father loved books, and since I loved my father with an 
aching devotion, I decided to love books as well. 
Quoting the sentence:  Alexie explains that “My father loved books, and since I loved my father 
with an aching devotion, I decided to love books as well (1401). 
 
Paraphrase 
How to paraphrase the source: 

 Use your own words. 
 Clearly represent the source idea in the same general length. 
 Give credit to the source.  Provide a lead‐in and end‐sentence citation. 

 
For example: 
Original sentence from source essay: My father loved books, and since I loved my father with an 
aching devotion, I decided to love books as well. 
Paraphrasing the source sentence:  Alexie explains that he imitated his father’s love of reading 
because he deeply loved his father (1401). 
 
Summary 
How to summarize the source: 

 Use your own words. 
 Condense the original by stating the main and supporting points. 
 Give credit to the source.  Provide a lead‐in and end‐sentence citation. 

 
For example:  
Original source essay:  Sherman Alexie’s “Superman and Me” 
Summarizing the essay:  In his essay “Superman and Me,” Sherman Alexie illustrates the power 
of reading and writing for Native Americans.  
 
 
Source:  Sherman Alexie, “Superman and Me,” in The Story and Its Writer, 7th edition,  New York: 
Bedford / St. Martin’s, 2007, pages 1401 – 1402. 
 

 



Direct Quotation 
 

What is a Direct Quotation? 
A direct quotation is a direct restatement of an author’s words.  A direct quotation must match 
the source word for work, letter for letter, and must be introduced and concluded with 
quotation marks. 
 
 
What is the Purpose / Value of a Direct Quotation? 

 A direct quotation is useful when the original writing is uniquely more effective than 
paraphrasing. 

 A direct quotation – introducing or following your own point – strengthens and 
enhances your point. 

 
 
How do you directly quote?  

 Select direct quotations to support the point you are making.  Use quotations sparingly 
 Read the author’s passage closely.  Be certain that you understand the author’s 

meaning. 
 Remember that a direct quotation should duplicate the source exactly.  Be vigilant in 

copying correctly and then check your copy. 
 Integrate your quotation effectively.  Your reader will be confused if you do not 

introduce the direct quote or integrate the quote smoothly into the point you are 
making in your writing. 

 Effective quotations in writing make use of signal phrases.  Signal phrases contain 1) the 
source author’s name and 2) a verb that indicates the source author’s attitude to what 
he or she writes.  (For assistance with signal phrases, refer to LB Brief, pages 466 – 468.)  

 To avoid plagiarism, provide a lead‐in and an end‐sentence citation. 
 
 
How do you integrate quotations effectively into your own writing? 

 Never simply place a direct quotation within your writing without introducing the source 
and/or without giving an end‐sentence citation.  For example, never do this:  Alexie 
concludes his essay with a claim.  “I am trying to save our lives.”  His claim is that urging 
Indian youth to value literacy will save their lives. 

 You may place a quotation anywhere in your sentence. For example: 
o At the beginning:  “I am trying to save our lives,” Alexie exhorts at the 

conclusion of his essay (“Superman” 1402). 
o In the middle:  Alexie concludes his essay with the claim that “I am trying to 

save our lives” by urging Indian youth to value literacy (“Superman” 1402). 
o At the end: Alexie concludes his essay with the claim that by urging Indian youth 

to value literacy, he is “trying to save our lives” (“Superman” 1402). 
 
 
 



Paraphrase 
 

What is a Paraphrase? 
A paraphrase is a restatement of an author’s idea in your own words in generally the same 
length as the author’s. 
 
What is the Purpose / Value of a Paraphrase? 

 Paraphrasing is useful when you’d like to represent the author’s idea, but don’t feel the 
original wording merits a direct quotation. 

 Paraphrasing allows you to include details and specifics as you focus on an author’s idea 
in your own writing. 

 
How do you paraphrase an author’s written idea? 

 Read the author’s passage closely.  Re‐read the passage and be certain that you 
understand the writer’s meaning. 

 Restate the author’s idea in your own words.   
 You don’t need to follow the sentence structure of the original, nor do you need to 

include all the specifics or details in the original.  Select and include what is important to 
the point you are making in your own writing. 

 To clarify where your paraphrase begins and ends, and to avoid plagiarism, provide a 
lead‐in and an end‐sentence citation. 

 
What is the difference between a summary and a paraphrase? 
A summary condenses the original material; a paraphrase restates the source in generally the 
same length. 
For example: 
Source: 
     “My father, who is one of the few Indians who went to Catholic school on purpose, was an 
avid reader of westerns, spy thrillers, murder mysteries, gangster epics, basketball‐player 
biographies, and anything else he could find.  He bought his books by the pound at Dutch’s 
Pawn Shop, Goodwill, Salvation Army, and Value Village.  When he had extra money, he bought 
new novels at supermarkets, convenience stores, and hospital gift shops.  Our house was filled 
with books.  They were stacked in crazy piles in the bathroom, bedrooms, and living room.  In a 
fit of unemployment‐inspired creative energy, my father built a set of bookshelves and soon 
filled them with a random assortment of books about the Kennedy assassination, Watergate, 
the Vietnam War, and the entire twenty‐three‐book series of the Apache westerns.  My father 
loved books, and since I loved my father with an aching devotion, I decided to love books as 
well.” 
     Summary:  Alexie remembers that his father filled their lives with books of all kinds, modeling 
for a devoted son the love of books (1401). 
 
Source: 
“My father loved books, and since I loved my father with an aching devotion, I decided to love 
books as well.” 
     Paraphrase:  Alexie explains that he imitated his father’s love of reading because he deeply 
loved his father (1401). 
 
 



Summary Writing 
The purpose of this handout is to explore summary writing, an important genre of writing that is 
often  used  in  business,  scientific  inquiry,  and  education.  By  learning  how  to  summarize more 
effectively,  you  will  get  more  out  of  the  things  you  read  and  be  able  to  share  what  you’ve 
learned more successfully with others. 

A summary restates another’s work in your own words.  As you summarize, you state the main 
idea and supporting points of your source  in  the order of  the original.   The poet X.J. Kennedy 
defines  summary  in  this  way:  “You  take  the  essence  of  the  author’s  meaning,  without  the 
supporting evidence and other details that make that gist convincing or interesting” (18).  
 
 
Why Summarize? 

• Summarizing  is one of  the best  strategies  to become a better, 
more critical reader. 

• Summarizing  illustrates your clear understanding of  the source 
work. 

• Summarizing  is  a  useful  step  in  exam  preparation:  by 
summarizing  you  create  your  own  condensed/shortened 
version of the source, a version which you can refer to later as 
you study the material. 

• Summarizing will focus your attention on how the source work 
is  organized,  a  focus  which  will  strengthen  your  own 
organization as a writer. 

• Summarizing  a  source  in  your  own words  allows  you  to make 
clear  distinctions  between  the  ideas  of  others  and  your  own 
ideas.  

• Summarizing  allows  you  to  join  the  academic  conversation  by 
incorporating  the  ideas of others  (source work)  into  your own 
work. 

 
As  you  can  see,  summarizing  has  many  benefits  that  not  only  help  you  better  understand 
others’ ideas, but also help you become a better, more active reader.  Because of this, there are 
many situations where you may find summary writing helpful. 
 
 
What Can Be 
Summarized?  

• Lectures, presentations 
• Textbooks, course print, or online materials 
• Video clips / audio clips 
• Workshops 
• Essays, journal articles, etc. 

 
Based on the situation, you may find different ways to best compose your summary and, when 
asked  to  summarize  for  a  class  assignment,  you  should  always  follow  your  instructor’s 
guidelines.  Most summaries, however, follow a general format that, once learned, can help you 
summarize more effectively and in less time.  Below, you’ll find a step‐by‐step guide on how to 
write a basic summary to help get you started. 
 
 



HOW TO WRITE A SUMMARY 
 

Step 1 
Critical Reading 

1. Read the attached essay by Sherman Alexie closely.  Understand the 
writer’s meaning.  Look up words or concepts that you don’t know.    

2. Re‐read and annotate the essay. 
3. Understand the organization.  Work through the essay to identify its 

sections  (single  paragraphs  or  groups  of  paragraphs  focused  on  a 
single topic). 

4. Identify the main idea for each paragraph (or section) and note that 
main idea in the margin. 

5. On a separate sheet of paper, write a one sentence summary in your 
own  words  for  each  paragraph.    In  this  way,  you’ll  actually  be 
outlining the essay. 

6. Re‐read your one‐sentence summary outline of the essay.  Now that 
you  understand  the  paragraph  points  clearly,  you’ll  be  able  to 
synthesize these points into a main point for the entire essay.   

7. At the top of your outline, write this main idea of the entire essay in 
your own words. 

 

Once you’ve finished with the outline, you’re ready to begin drafting the body of your summary.  
At this stage, you needn’t worry about grammar or punctuation.  You’re simply trying to get 
your ideas on paper so you can begin organizing and developing them. 
 
Step 2  

Drafting 

1. Begin with a Topic Sentence that states the author, the title, and the 
main  idea  of  the  essay.    For  example:  In  his  essay  “Superman  and 
Me,” Sherman Alexie illustrates the power of reading and writing for 
Native Americans. 

2. Working  from  your  outline,  write  out  the  paragraph’s 
main/supporting points in your own words in the same order as the 
points appear in the essay. 

3. Remember  that a  summary paragraph  requires more  than  stringing 
together the entries in an outline.  Use transitions to fill in the logical 
connections between the author’s  ideas.    (For help with transitions, 
refer to LB Brief, pages 55 – 57.) 

4. Repeat the author’s name from time to time for transition, reminding 
your reader that the ideas are the author’s and not your own.  Refer 
to the author by name.  For example: Alexie acknowledges, or Alexie 
explains.  (For  help  with  signal  phrases  like  this,  refer  to  LB  Brief, 
pages 466 – 467.) 

5. Refer  to  the  author  by  last  name,  not  first.    For  example,  if  the 
author’s  name  is  Sherman  Alexie,  and  you’d  like  to  shorten  the 
reference to one name, write Alexie, not Sherman. 

6. If  you  use  quotations  in  your  summary,  use  them  sparingly.    In  a 
summary  paragraph  of  10  –  12  sentences,  use  no  more  than  two 
quotations.    (For help with quotation marks,  refer  to LB Brief pages  
378 – 382.) 

7. Integrate  your  quotations  effectively.    If  you  use  full‐sentence 
quotations,  provide  a  lead‐in  and  an  end‐sentence  citation.  (For 
examples of lead‐ins and end‐sentence citations, refer to LB Brief.)  

8. Write a conclusion sentence that summarizes in your own words the 
conclusion of the source. 



 

When you have your rough draft finished, you’re ready to begin shaping and refining it.  Again, 
don’t  spend  time  worrying  about  punctuation  or  grammar  at  this  stage  as  you  are  likely  to 
modify or remove large parts of your summary as you revise. 
 
Step 3 

Revising 

1. Compare  your  summary  version  to  the  original  essay.    Have  you 
remained faithful to the essay?  If the author of the essay read your 
summary, would he or she feel well represented? 

2. Remember your audience: he or she has not read the source essay.  
Have you made your summary clear and understandable to someone 
who has not read the original essay? 

3. Have you been careful not to plagiarize?  If you used the words of the 
author, have you put those words in quotation marks? 

4. Have  you  refrained  from  including  your  own  ideas,  opinions,  or 
interpretations?   

 

When you are satisfied with the shape and substance of your paragraph, you’re ready to start 
putting the finishing touches on it. It’s often helpful at this stage to read your summary aloud or 
invite others to read it as this can help you identify errors. 
 
Step 4 

Editing 

1. Be vigilant regarding your frequent grammatical errors.   
2. Look  out  for  the  most  common  grammatical  errors:  fragments, 

comma‐splices,  fused‐sentences,  comma  errors,  subject‐verb 
agreement errors, pronoun errors, apostrophe errors, spelling errors. 

3. Check  your  format.    If  you’ve  been  asked  to  write  a  summary 
paragraph, have you formatted your summary in paragraph form?  If 
you’ve been given a particular length (e.g. 10 – 12 sentences) have 
you stayed within these guidelines?    

 
Congratulations! Now that you’ve finished your summary, you’re ready to share it with a friend, 
family member, or teacher. 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Summary “Superman and Me” 
 
    In  his  essay,  “Superman  and  Me,” 
Sherman  Alexie  illustrates  the  power  of 
reading  and  writing  for  Native  Americans.  
While growing up on an Indian Reservation, 
Alexie  learned  how  to  read  at  the  age  of 
three by using Superman comics.  He writes 
that  he  got  his  love  of  reading  from  his 
father  who  would  buy  “his  books  by  the 
pound”  from  a  number  of  stores.    Their 
house  was  filled  with  books  ranging  from 
Apache  westerns  to  books  on  Watergate.  
Alexie describes his childhood’s moment of 
clarity when he understood the meaning of 
the paragraph.  He writes that he soon saw 
everything  as  interrelated  paragraphs.  
Although Alexie could not yet “read” words, 
he could piece together the meaning of the 
comic through pictures.  As he continued on 
his  reading  journey,  Alexie  began  reading 
classics  like The Grapes of Wrath while  the 
other  children  his  age  were  beginning  to 
read Dick and Jane.  Alexie remembers that 
his ability caused resentment from his peers 
who  constantly  reminded  him  that  as  an 
Indian  child,  he  was  “expected  to  be 
stupid.”   Alexie, however,  “refused  to  fail”; 
instead he would make  it  his  life’s work  to 
be a strong reader and a smart Indian.  He is 
also committed to helping Indian youth.  He 
concludes his essay by explaining that he is 
trying to reach all Indian youth: “I am trying 
to save our lives.”   
 
 
Alexie,  Sherman.    “Superman  and  Me.”  
Excerpted from The Story and Its Writer, 7th 
edition,  edited  by  Ann  Charters.    Bedford: 
2007. 
 
 
 
 
 
This handout developed by Robin Havenick 
and Greg Rathert, Linn‐Benton Community 
College, 2008 

 
 
 
Clear and effective topic sentence includes 
author, title, and main idea. 
 
 
 
 
Transitions used to fill in the logical gaps 
between ideas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Continuous reminders that this is a 
summary and that these are Alexie’s points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion summarizes Alexie’s own 
conclusion. 
 
 
 
 
 
Accurate source citation 
 
 
 



Response Writing 

In academic assignments, response writing often accompanies a summary.  An instructor might 
ask you to read information, summarize it for others, and then present your response to its 
ideas.  Depending on the purpose and audience, the format for your response may vary from an 
essay to a set of paragraphs (one summary, one response).   This handout outlines the steps you 
could take to compose a paragraph response (but they’re helpful in composing an essay 
response as well).  Let’s assume that you have already completed a critical reading of the source 
and a clear summary paragraph. 
      

In response writing, an instructor asks you to respond to the ideas in a source essay oftentimes 
in the form of a prompt.  A prompt is a guided question or statement that elicits a focused 
written response.   If the instructor does not provide a prompt, then the challenge is to develop 
your own focused response to the source.  Also, keep in mind the variety of responses 
requested.  Some prompts ask for a critical response (e.g. explain, compare/contrast, analyze) 
while others ask for a personal response (e.g. narrate, describe).   After the rigor of summarizing, 
many writers find response writing much easier to compose. 

 

How to Write a Response 

1. Begin by reading the assignment prompts.  Note (underline, circle, highlight) key words in 
the prompt that direct the form your response should take: e.g. narrate, describe, identify, 
illustrate.   Read the entire prompt closely; pay attention to all the questions included in the 
prompt.  Often a prompt will include several questions designed to help you develop ideas; 
other times an instructor expects that you will address each question in the prompt.  If you 
aren’t certain, clarify your instructor’s expectations by asking him or her.  

2. Brainstorm or free‐write ideas that the prompt generates.  Think and write down all the 
specific details related to your topic. 

3. Organize your ideas in a logical, coherent, and effective way with a rough outline. 
4. Draft your response paragraph. 

a. Begin with a Topic Sentence.  Much like a thesis statement asserts the main idea in an 
essay, your topic sentence should assert the main idea of your response paragraph.  
Your topic sentence in a response paragraph should also accomplish the following: 

a. Provide a smooth transition between the summary paragraph and your 
response paragraph.  This transition will ensure that your reader understands 
when your writing moves from the summary of someone else’s ideas to your 
own ideas. 

b. Focus on your main idea and state that main idea precisely and effectively.  All 
the supporting points in the paragraph should support this topic sentence in a 
focused way. 

b. Develop your paragraph with details that support the focus, following your rough 
outline.   The length of this paragraph should follow assignment guidelines.  In WR115, 
those guidelines require a minimum of 12 sentences and a maximum of 15 sentences.     

c. Conclude your paragraph effectively.   

 



d. Revise your paragraph.   
a. Re‐read the prompt and be certain that your paragraph clearly focuses a 

response to the prompt.  
b. Check your paragraph for logical and effective development, coherence 

(sentences should logically and coherently link), and grammatically effective 
writing.    

c. Make sure that you have not summarized in the response. 
d. Share you draft with student collaborators, Writing Center Assistants, your 

instructor.   

Sample of  Response Paragraph Writing 

Here is an example of a response prompt and a response paragraph to Sherman Alexie’s 
Superman and Me.  In this example, the instructions offer you a prompt choice.  Once you’ve 
decided on a question to respond to, underline the key words (for this example, you’ll see that  
they’re in boldface).   

Sample Prompt:  Choose ONE of the following to focus your response: 
1.   How was reading viewed in your household growing up?  Explain the ways in which reading           
was either important or not important to you as a child. 
2.   How important is reading to you now?  Narrate a recent instance that demonstrates either a 
positive or a negative experience with reading as you focus your response on the importance (or 
lack of importance) you place on reading now. 
 
Sample Response to “Superman and Me

Like Alexie, I too was prompted to read at an early age and in the midst of a difficult childhood.  I 
learned to read before starting school, mostly as a way to hide from the world that was going on 
around me.  Books were my way to escape from the alcoholic –abusive household I was raised in.  
I  read alone, most often,  outside under  a  favorite oak  tree or behind  closed doors  inside.    This 
activity  gave me hours of privacy and  such great enjoyment.     And  the more  I  read,  the more  I 
wanted to read, wherever I was.  As I grew older and began living on my own, I realized that all my 
hours of reading had paid off.  The knowledge I gained from reading showed me that there was a 
different  world  out  there.    I  didn’t  have  to  continue  in  the  cycle  of  addiction  and  abuse.    By 
extending my education, I could set an example for my children who, in turn, would do the same 
for their children as well.  Knowledge and education have helped me lift myself as well as others 
around me out  of  the  recycling  bin  of  despair  and has  put  us  back  on  the  shelf  –  a  brand new 
product.   

Points to appreciate in the model paragraph above: 

• Topic sentence provides a smooth transition between the summary paragraph and the response 
paragraph. 

• Topic Sentence provides focus for this paragraph. 
• Paragraph develops details to support the focus (topic sentence) of the paragraph. 
• These supporting points and interesting and clear. 
• The response paragraph answers the prompt (option one). 
• Paragraph begins clearly with a topic sentence and concludes effectively. 
• Paragraph provides clear transitional words between sentences to provide coherence. 
• Paragraph is effectively organized, well developed, and grammatically correct. 



 

 



 Helpful Hints from Our Writing Tutors 

Claude J. Clark Learning Center 

Feinberg Library 103  

Phone: 518-564-6138 

Fax: 518-564-6140 

E-mail: learningctr@plattsburgh.edu 

 Signal Phrases  

Signal  Phrases or Attributive Tags are an essential element of research writing. A 

Signal Phrases   

  � introduce source material 

  � indicate where source matieral comes from.   

  � shape your reader’s response to a source through appropriate word choice. 

So How Do You Write A Signal Phrase?  

 Signal Phrases  can be a single word, phrase, or sentence.   

 They can appear before or after a quote, paraphrase, or summary.   

 They often include verbs; be sure your word choice fits the context of the source. 

Examples 

 According to Karin Killough, Director of the Learning Center . . .  

 Nichole distinguishes between/among . . .    

 Signal Phrase Verbs 

Remember to add quotation marks around direct quotes 

of someone else’s words.  

When using signal phrases in a research paper, be sure to 

provide appropriate parenthetical citations for all quotes, 

paraphrases, and summaries.  

Acknowledges Confirms Describes Explains Informs Points out Reflects Signals 

Adds Connects Develops Expresses Insists Prepares Refutes Specifies 

Admits Considers Discusses Extrapolates Introduces Presents Reiterates Speculates 

Advances Contends Discloses Finds Maintains Promises Rejects States 

Affirms Contradicts Discounts Focuses on Means Proposes Relates Submits  

Agrees Contrasts Discovers Grants Narrates Proves Remarks Suggests 

Alludes Creates Disputes Highlights Negates Purports Replies Supports  

Analyzes Declares Documents Hypothesizes Notes Questions Reports Supposes 

Argues Defines Emphasizes Illuminates Notices Recognizes Responds Theorizes 

Asserts Delineates Endeavors to Illustrates Observes Recommends Reveals Thinks 

Attests Demonstrates Establishes Implies Offers Recounts Says Wishes 

Balances Denies Estimates Indicates Organizes Refers Sees Writes  

      Shows Verifies 
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 Preparing an Annotated Bibliography  
Classes that require you to do research often require an annotated bibliography. An annotated bibliography is a useful way to 
start a research project because it asks you to collect and summarize sources that you might use later in a research paper. 
Collecting and summarizing sources early in the research process helps you narrow your research topic. The bibliography can 
also help you evaluate the possible usefulness of source material for later use in a paper.  
 
This handout is designed to show you how to create an annotated bibliography. Specifically, it will guide you through the 
process of creating an annotated bibliography by  

1) describing in general terms the meaning of the words “annotated bibliography,”  
2) explaining in general terms how to write an annotated bibliography, and  
3) offering an example of what an annotated bibliography could look like.  

 
However, it is important to note that individual instructors may have different requirements for their annotated bibliography 
assignments. Please check with your teacher or assignment sheet BEFORE following the advice in this handout. 

What is an Annotated Bibliography? 

 If you have been assigned to write an annotated bibliography, you might be confused about what the words "annotated" and 
"bibliography" mean. The word “annotated” is the past tense form of the verb “to annotate” which means to summarize. An 
annotation is simply a summary of a book, article, or some other written source. A bibliography is a list of sources on a 
particular topic. Put together, an annotated bibliography is a list of sources on a topic that offers a summary for each source. 

What does an Annotated Bibliography look like? 

An annotated bibliography has two parts. The first part is the bibliography line which should be written according to the 
format your teacher requires, which could be MLA format, APA format, or some other format. (The University Writing Center 
can give you handouts on these formats.) The second part is the summary paragraph. Both parts taken together are called an 
“entry.” Entries are typically organized in alphabetical order according to the bibliography information, such as the last name 
of an author or the title of a book.  

The number of entries in a bibliography depends upon the assignment. The attached example is made up of two entries which 
offer a good example of the bibliography line and summary that are the key parts of any good annotated bibliography.  
 
How is an Annotated Bibliography summary written? 
 
What is included in the summary part of an annotated bibliography also depends upon the guidelines the instructor has given 
you. However, if the instructor is flexible about these guidelines, Timothy Crusius and Carolyn Channell in The Aims of 
Argument suggest that your summary should include the following elements:  

(1) a sentence or two that describes the author's credentials, purpose, and audience,  
(2) a brief “capsule” summary of its content, and  
(3) a sentence at the end of the summary that explains “why this source seems valuable and how you might use it” 
(255).  

Both of the summaries in the attached example include the three kinds of details listed above. When looking at the example 
summaries, look at the way the writer has blended these three components together rather than listing them one after another. 

Created by Teresa B. Henning, Updated 2011 
Work Cited:  Crusius, Timothy and Carolyn E. Channell. The Aims of Argument. 3rd ed. Mountain View, CA: Mayfield, 2000. Print. 

http://www.iupui.edu/%7Euwc
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A Selected Annotated Bibliography on Privacy and Technology 

Alderman, Ellen, and Caroline Kennedy. Right to Privacy. New York: Vintage, 2004. Print. 

The authors of this national bestseller, who have experienced privacy violations of their

own, make the claim that since there is no comprehensive agenda to solve the problem

of informational privacy, American citizens will have to be concerned about protecting

their personal information. One reason the authors give to support their claim is that

most of citizens’ personal information is already being stored on computers that may not

be well protected. For instance, as Alderman and Kennedy point out, most bank,

insurance, medical and pharmaceutical records are stored on computers others may be

able to access. A good example the authors provide of such ease of access is an 

incident in which a reporter was able to get Dan Quayle's credit report with a phone call,

fifty dollars, and a home computer. 

Furger, Roberta. “Washington Tackles Internet Law.” PC World. PC World, 1 Sept. 2007. 

Web. 9 Dec. 2007. Internet expert and best-selling author, Roberta Furger informs the general

public of the many Internet related bills that congress is considering. Furger claims that a

more comprehensive law to govern the collecting of sharing on the Internet is needed that

meets the needs of both privacy advocates and internet service providers. Furger 

supports this claim by detailing the ways that proposed bills fail to adequately meet the 

needs of either of these two groups. The article offers a useful listing of bills that are 

currently before congress. 
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Analysis
by Richard Jewell

 The word analysis usually implies at least two elements: (a) a breakdown of something
into parts or ideas, and (b) a discussion or description of those parts using a point of
view or a method. If, for example, you were asked to analyze the text of a reading, you
would choose several main or important ideas from it, then discuss each in turn using
some kind of special point of view, theory, or method. An analysis in its purest form
differs from other types of writing in that its primary concern simply is to explain
something in greater or newer detail using a unique point of view, whereas the main
purposes of many kinds of papers may be to argue or to evaluate. In fact, some
assignments may require you to use analysis to argue a point or to evaluate something.
However, if you are required to do nothing but a simple analysis, then your primary goal
is to explain something from a unique point of view.

It may be useful to think of an analysis as helping someone younger or less
experienced than you order from a menu at your favorite restaurant. If you are being
thoughtful, first you will choose the viewpoint of the other person: e.g., an
eight-year-old’s view of the food, a vegetarian’s view of it, or perhaps the viewpoint of
someone who has never eaten in this kind of restaurant. Then you might explain the
basic organization of the menu or simply dive in and explain in more detail the kinds of
foods you think the person might find most interesting.

One famous example of an analysis is Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address: it is his analysis of
a current situation, using a particular view—idealistic and hopeful—of history. Another
example is an analysis of someone who has been interviewed for a job at your place of
work: a written or oral description—from the viewpoint of what your place of work
wants—of the applicant’s strengths and weaknesses. A third example is Dr. Seuss’s
ABC Book, a playful analysis from a child’s point of view (and from Seuss’s own unique
artistic viewpoint) of the sounds and uses of the ABCs. 
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HOW TO WRITE A RESEARCH ABSTRACT 
 

Research abstracts are used throughout the research community to provide a concise description 

about a research project. It is typically a short summary of your completed research. If done well, 

it makes the reader want to learn more about your research. Some students present their research 

findings at local and national conferences. Research abstracts are usually requested as part of the 

application process for conference presenters. These are the basic components of an abstract in 

any discipline: 

 

1) Motivation/problem statement: Why do we care about the problem? What practical, 

scientific, theoretical or artistic gap is your research filling?  

2) Methods/procedure/approach: What did you actually do to get your results? (e.g. 

analyzed 3 novels, completed a series of 5 oil paintings, interviewed 17 students) 

3) Results/findings/product: As a result of completing the above procedure, what did 

you learn/invent/create? 

4) Conclusion/implications: What are the larger implications of your findings, 

especially for the problem/gap identified in step 1? 

 

However, it's important to note that the weight accorded to the different components can vary by 

discipline. For models, try to find abstracts of research that is similar to your research. 

 

Qualities of a Good Abstract 

 Well developed paragraphs are unified, coherent, concise, and able to stand alone 

 Uses an introduction/body/conclusion structure which presents the article, paper, or 

report's purpose, results, conclusions, and recommendations in that order 

 Follows strictly the chronology of the article, paper, or report 

 Provides logical connections (or transitions) between the information included 

 Adds no new information, but simply summarizes the report 

 Is understandable to a wide audience 

 Oftentimes uses passive verbs to downplay the author and emphasize the information 

Steps to Writing Effective Abstracts 

Reread the article, paper, or report with the goal of abstracting in mind. Look specifically for 

these main parts of the article, paper, or report: purpose, methods, scope, results, conclusions, 

and recommendation. If you're writing an abstract about another person's article, paper, or report, 

the introduction and the summary are good places to begin. These areas generally cover what the 

article emphasizes. After you've finished rereading the article, paper, or report, write a rough 

draft without looking back at what you're abstracting. Don't merely copy key sentences from the 

article, paper, or report: you'll put in too much or too little information. Don't rely on the way 

material was phrased in the article, paper, or report: summarize information in a new way. 

Don’ts 

 Do not commence with "this paper…”, "this report…" or similar. It is better to write 

about the research than about the paper. 



 Do not explain the sections or parts of the paper.  

 Avoid sentences that end in "…is described", "…is reported", "…is analyzed" or similar.  

 Do not begin sentences with "it is suggested that…” "it is believed that…", "it is felt 

that…"or similar. In every case, the four words can be omitted without damaging the 

essential message.  

 Do not repeat or rephrase the title.  

 Do not refer in the abstract to information that is not in the document.  

 If possible, avoid trade names, acronyms, abbreviations, or symbols. You would need to 

explain them, and that takes too much room.  

 

The abstract should be about the research, not about the act of writing. 

Where to Find Examples of Abstracts: 

 

 The best source of example abstracts is journal articles. Go to the library and look at 

biology journals, or look at electronic journals on the web. 

 Read the abstract; read the article. Pick the best ones, the examples where the abstract 

makes the article easier to read, and figure out how they do it.  

 Not everyone writes good abstracts, even in refereed journals, but the more abstracts you 

read, the easier it is to spot the good ones. 
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MLA 8th edition –Works Cited Guide  

Works Cited Entries (* Note: if any information is not given, skip it.) 

Type of Source Example of MLA 8th edition Works Cited entry 

Entire Book 

Format:  Author(s). Title of Book. Edition, Publisher, Year. Database Name (if electronic).  

Example (Print Book): Smith, John. Social Media Basics. Revised ed., Smithfield Publisher, 2015. 

Example (E-Book):  McEvoy, Sean. Shakespeare: The Basics. 2nd ed., Routledge, 2006. eBook Collection.  

*Note: if using a print book, skip the database name. 

Part of a Book 

(chapter, essay, 

story, poem, 

entry, etc.) 

Format: Author(s). "Title of Part." Title of Book, edited by Editor, edition, vol. #, Publisher, Year, page 

number(s). Database Name (if electronic). 

Example (E-Book): Hennessy, Michael. “Sinking the Titanic.” Critical Survey of Poetry, edited by Frank Magill, 

2nd ed., vol. 1, Harvard UP, 1991, pp. 80-89. Literature Resource Center. 

Example (Print):  Fallows, James. “Throwing Like a Girl.” The Norton Field Guide to Writing with Readings 

and Handbook, 4th ed., W. W. Norton, 2016, pp. 137-41. 

Example (Print):  Hemingway, Ernest. "Hills Like White Elephants." The Norton Introduction to Literature, 

edited by Kelly J. Mays, shorter 12th ed., W. W. Norton, 2017, pp. 114-18. 

*Note: If citing a play or novel, italicize title instead of using quotation marks. 

*Note: if piece is a single page, use: p. for page number; if article is multiple pages, use: pp. 

Journal Article 

(print & database) 

 

Format:  Author(s). "Title of Article." Title of Journal, vol. #, no. #, Date of Publication, page number(s). 

Database Name (if electronic). 

Example:  Godwin, John. "Wallace’s 'Jest'." Explicator, vol. 61, no. 2, 2003, pp. 122-24. General OneFile. 

Example (doi):  Goldman, Ann. “Reading Primo Levi Reading Dante.” The Georgia Review, vol. 64, no. 1, 

2010, pp. 69-88, doi:10.1632/adfl.43.2.11. Literature Resource Center. 

Magazine or 

Newspaper 

Article 

(print & database) 

Format:  Author(s). "Title of Article." Title of Magazine/Newspaper, Date of Publication, page number(s). 

Database Name (if electronic). 

Example:  Medeiros, Brian. "Keep Cows Comfortable." Dairy Today, 13 Oct. 2011, pp. 33+. General OneFile. 

*Note: For local newspapers, add the city in square brackets after the newspaper title: The Herald [Rock Hill] 

Articles Written 

for a Database 

Example 1: “Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.” Hoover’s, 2016. 

Example 2: “Human Trafficking.” Issues and Controversies, Infobase Learning, 17 Nov. 2010.  

Example 3: Smith, Eric. “The Carbon Solution.” Today’s Science, Infobase Learning, July 2016. 

Personal  

Interview 

Format: Interviewee. Interview. By Interviewer, Date of Interview. 

Example: Smith, Jane. Interview. By John Doe, 24 Oct. 2015. 

*Note: for published interviews, follow MLA format for published materials. 
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Type of Source Example of MLA 8th edition Works Cited entry 

Website 

Article 

Format:  Author(s). “Title of Article.” Title of Website, Website Publisher (if different than title), Date of 

publication, URL. 

Example:  Stewart, Bob. “Biostimulants.” Plant News, University of Maryland, 5 Aug. 2009, 

www.ipmnet.umd.edu/ 5-4art1.htm. 

*Note: Exclude publisher if title of website and publisher are the same. 

*Note: If website does not have a date, add an access date at the end after the URL: Accessed 7 May 2016. 

*Note: Do not include the http:// or https:// in the URL. 

Entire Website 
Format: Author(s). Title of Website. Website Publisher (if different than title), Date of Website, URL. 

Example: Museum of Natural History. Smithsonian, 2012, www.mnh.smithsonian.gov. 

Internet Video 

Format:  Author(s). “Title of Video.” Website Title, Website Publisher (if different than title), uploaded by 

Name of User, Date of Upload, URL. 

Example 1:  “Biology: Cell Structure.” YouTube, uploaded by Nucleus Medical Media, 18 Mar. 2015, 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=URUJD5NEXC8. 

Example 2:  Raqib, Jamila. “The Secret to Effective Nonviolent Resistance.” TED, Nov. 2015, 

www.ted.com/talks/jamila_raqib_the_secret_to_effective_nonviolent_resistance.  

Image on the 

Web 

Format:  Author(s). “Title of Image.” Website Title, Website Publisher (if different than title), Date, URL. 

Example: “Kim Kardashian.” Vanity Fair, Condé Nast, 11 Jan. 2004, www.vanityfair.com.    

*Note: For images without titles, create a descriptive title in plain text – no italics, no quotes. 

*Note: Italicize titles of formal art work. 

Authors  

Number of 
Authors 

Format Example 

No Author If no author given, skip the author and start with the title of source.   

1 Author Last Name, First Name.   Smith, John. 

2 Authors Last Name, First Name, and First Name Last Name.   Smith, John, and Mary Fields. 

3+ Authors Last Name, First Name of First Author, et al.   Smith, John, et al. 

Association or 
Company 

The name of the association or company.  If a work is written and 
published by an organization, list the organization as publisher only. 

American Cancer Society. 
Microsoft. 

Pseudonyms Use pseudonyms and online usernames like regular author names.   @jsmith. 

Editor or Other 
Role 

If the role of that person or group was something other than creating the 
work’s main content, follow the name with a descriptive label. 

Smith, Geoffrey, editor. 
Perry, Tyler, performer. 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
All information taken from Publication manual of the American 

Psychological Association, 6th ed. available at the Reference Desk (BF76.7 
P83 2010).  

 
Citing Books: 
Printed book: 
Author, A. A. (year). Title of book. Location: Publisher. 
 
Robinson, D. N. (1992).  Social discourse and moral judgment.  San Diego, CA:  
 
  Academic Press.  
 
E‐Books: 
Author, A. A. (year). Title of book. Retrieved from URL (or doi number)   
 
Shotton, M. A. (1989).  Computer addiction? A study of computer dependency.  
 
  Retrieved from  http://www.ebookstore.tandf.co.uk/html/index.asp 
 
Schiraldi, G. R. (2001). The posttraumatic stress disorder sourcebook: A guide to  
 
  healing, recovery, and growth. doi: 10.1036/0071393722 
  
Book Chapter: 
Author, A. A. (year).  Chapter title.  In author, Book Title (pp.xx‐xx). Location: 
Publisher. 
 
O’Neil, J. M., & Egan, J. (1992).  Men’s and women’s gender role journeys: Metaphor  
 
  for healing, transition, and transformation.  In B.R. Wainrib (Ed.), Gender  
 
  issues across the life cycle (pp. 107‐123).  New York, NY: Springer. 
 
 
 
For additional help see the APA libguide at: http://libguides.library.kent.edu/apa

APA Cheat Sheet 



 

Citing Print Journal/Magazine/Newspaper Articles: 
Article from a journal that uses continuous pagination (each issue starts 
on the page where the last stopped): 
Author, A. A. (year). Title of article. Title of Journal, vol #, pp‐pp. 
 
Kernis, M. H. (1993). There’s more to self‐esteem than whether it is high or low: The  
 
  importance of stability of self‐esteem.  Journal of Personality and Social  
 
  Psychology, 65, 1190‐1204. 
 
Article from a journal that does not use continuous pagination (each 
issue starts on page 1): 
Author, A. A. (year). Title of article. Title of Journal, vol # (issue #), pp‐pp. 
 
Klimoski, R., & Palmer, S. (1993).  The ADA and the hiring process in organizations.   
 
  Consulting Psychology Journal: Practice and Research, 45(2), 10‐36. 
 
Magazine article: 
Author, A. A. (year, month). Title of article. Title of Magazine, vol #(issue#), pp‐pp. 
 
Chamberlin, J., Novotney, A., Packard, E., & Price, M. (2008, May). Enhancing worker  
 
  well‐being: Occupational health psychologists convene to share their  
 
  research on work, stress, and health. Monitor on Psychology, 39(5), 26‐29. 
 
Newspaper article: 
Author, A. A. (year, month day). Title of article. Title of Newspaper, pp‐pp. 
 
Schwartz, J. (1993, September 30). Obesity affects economic, social status. The  
 
  Washington Post, pp. A1, A4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Citing Electronic Journals/Magazines/Newspaper Articles: 
 
Before you cite an electronic article you need to know if the electronic 
article has a DOI (digital object identifier).   
 
If the article does have a DOI follow the examples for citing a print 
source and add the doi information at the end of the citation.  
 
Herbst‐Damm, K. L., & Kulik, J. A. (2005). Volunteer support, marital status, and the  
 
  survival times of terminally ill patients. Health Psychology, 24, 225‐229.  
 
  doi:10.1037/0278‐6133.24.2.225 
 
Stultz, J. (2006). Integrating exposure therapy and analytic therapy in trauma  
 
  treatment. American  Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 76, 482‐488.  doi:  
 
  10.1037/0002‐9432.76.4.482 
 
If the article does not have a DOI give the URL of the 
journal/magazine/newspaper homepage. (You may need to do a web 
search to find this information). 
 
Clay, R. (2008, June). Science vs. ideology: Psychologists fight back about the misuse  
 
  of research.   Monitor on Psychology, 39(6). Retrieved from  
 
  https://www.apa.org/monitor 
 
Hager, M. H. (2007).  Therapeutic diet order writing: Current issues and  
 
  considerations. Topics in  Clinical Nutrition, 22(1), 28‐36. Retrieved from  
   
  http://www.topicsinclinicalnutrition.com 
 
Internet Sources: 
Web Page: 
Author, A. A. (date of last update). Site title. Retrieved from URL 
 
U.S. General Accounting Office. (1997, February).  Telemedicine: Federal strategy is  
 
  needed to guide investments. Retrieved from   
 
  http://www.access.gpo.gov/su_docs/aces/aces160.shtml?/gao/index.hml 



 

 
Podcast: 
 Author/Producer, A. A. (year, Month date). Podcast title. [Audio podcast]. Retrieved 
from URL 
 
Van Nuys, D. (Producer). (2007, December 19). Shrink rap radio [Audio podcast].  
 
  Retrieved from https://www.shrinkrapradio.com/  
 
Youtube video: 
Author, A. A. (year, Month day). Title [Video file]. Retrieved from url 
 
Norton, R. (2006, November 4). How to train a cat to operate a light switch [Video  
 
  file]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vja83KLQXZs 
 
 

In text citation 
 
APA style uses the author and date when citing sources in the text.  If you include 
the author’s name in the narrative you only need to include the year in parentheses.  
If you don’t include the author’s name in the narrative then you put it and the year 
in parentheses. There is a wonderful chart on page 177 of the manual that helps to 
explain the rules. 
 
Ex.  Walker (2000) compared reaction times….. 
 
Ex.  In a recent study of reaction times (Walker, 2000) 
 
One work by multiple authors: 
If your article, book or web site has 1 or 2 authors you must always use both of them 
in your in text citations. 
 
Ex.   as has been shown (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1989) 
 
If your work has 3, 4, or 5 authors you must cite all the authors for the first in text 
citation.  If you cite that work again you only list the first author and et al. 
 
Ex.  this was found to be true (Wasserstein, Zappulla, Rosen, Gerstman, & Rock, 
1994) 
 
Ex.  The testing was concluded in 1985 (Wasserstein et al., 1994) 
 
 
 
 



 

If your work has 6 or more authors you must cite the first author and then and et al. 
 
Ex.  Davis et al. (1999) found that… 
 
 
Ex.  According to the study (Davis et al., 1999) 
 
Direct quotations: 
If you use a direct quotation or image in your paper you must say what page (if an 
article) or paragraph (if a web site) the quotation came from. 
 
Ex.   (Cheek & Buss, 1981, p. 332) 
 
Ex.  (Myers, 2000, ¶ 5) 
 
Reference List basic format: 
 

 Always double‐space your reference list! 
 Always indent the second and subsequent lines of a citation! 
 Always arrange your reference list by the author’s last name 
 Only use the first and middle initials of the author’s name, do not type out the 

full name! 
 If the article or book has multiple authors, you must list all of them up to 7! 
 Use the & symbol before the last author’s name, do not type out the word 

and! 
 Always italicize the journal or magazine title and the volume number! 
 Always italicize the book title. 
 Only capitalize the first word, first word of a subtitle, or proper nouns in an 

article or book title.  
 Make sure you know the format of the item you are citing (print or 

electronic). 
 Do not include retrieval dates unless the source material may change over 

time (Wikis). 
 
 
Some important information & changes in the 6th edition: 

 There should be 2 spaces after periods that end a sentence in the body of the 
paper. 

 The number of authors that must be listed on the references page is now 7 and you 
no longer use et al. on the references page. 

 The preferred font is Times New Roman 12pt. 
 The paper should be double-spaced. 
 There should be 1-inch margins on all sides of the document. 
 The method and level of headings is simplified in the new edition. 
 Both the page number and running head should be located in the header of the 

paper so it appears on each page.  
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